
Abstract. In connection with the problem of a convex-shaped
solid body on a rough horizontal plane (the rattleback or Celtic
stone), the paper discusses the validity of the nonholonomic
model which postulates that the contact point has zero velocity
and, hence, friction performs no mechanical work. While ab-
stract, this model is undoubtedly constructive, similar to many
idealizations commonly used in science. Despite its energy-
conserving nature, the model does not obey Liouville's theorem
on phase volume conservation, thus allowing the occurrence in
the phase space of objects characteristic of dissipative dynamics
(attractors) and thereby leading to phenomena like the sponta-
neous reversal of rotations. Nonholonomic models, intermedi-
ate between conservative and dissipative systems, should take
their deserved place in the general picture of the modern theory
of dynamical systems.
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The dissatisfaction expressed in comments by V F Zhuravlev
[1] with respect to the nonholonomic mechanical model of
rattleback dynamics, used in Refs [2, 3] published by UFN
(Phys. Usp.), is partly understandable, for this model indeed
substantially roughens and oversimplifies the description
against the real physical system. Nevertheless, it would be
fundamentally inapt and methodologically incorrect to reject
this approach altogether. One needs simply to clearly realize
which goals are being pursued and what level of under-
standing can be achieved on its basis. In our opinion, the
advantage of the nonholonomic model is precisely that it
picks up the most essential aspects in order to explain the
paradoxical behavior of rattlebacks, including the reverse
effect. This model offers the possibility of treating the object
dynamics in the framework of dynamical system theory,
which, owing to its deeply elaborated character and wide
range of applications, warrants an important place in modern
scientific thinking [4±6].

On the other hand, in making the problem far more
specific, for instance, with respect to the law of friction, as is
proposed in the comment by Zhuravlev [1], one creates

models which are more complex and far less transparent [7].
Given an appropriate set of functional characteristics and
parameters this would, seemingly, make a more quantita-
tively precise description feasible, but then, obviously, the
generality would be lost and every particular rattleback
would require a separate solution, and conclusions drawn
on the presence of one phenomenon or another, for example,
reverse effect, would be related solely to it.

In various branches of physics, nobody questions the
fruitfulness of concepts idealizing the properties of real
physical systems, such as a material point particle, an
absolutely rigid body, an ideal gas, or an ideal fluid [8]. The
circumstance that onemay easily run into contradictions with
physical reality by applying the respective idealized concepts
too literally does not present a hindrance (the concepts must
certainly be made known and interpreted, which is, under-
standably, the scientist's responsibility).One canbe reminded,
for example, of the d'Alambert±Euler paradox on the absence
of reaction force exerted on bodies moving uniformly in an
ideal fluid [8, 9] or the Ehrenfest paradox occurring if one
attempts to use the idea of a rigid body in the framework of
special relativity theory [10]. However, by omitting details
related to concrete problems we always gain the possibility of
a much broader view of the problem at hand and of drawing
conclusions related to a broad spectrum of situations.

Similarly to the notions mentioned above, an idealized
abstraction is also the basic concept of a dynamical system
considered as an object whose instantaneous state is deter-
mined by a finite set of variables specifying the point position
in the phase space and for which one knows the operator of
evolution, as a rule, to unambiguously determine the state at
any subsequent moment of time based on the initial state [4±
6]. The abstraction is introduced by the basic idea of isolating
the object from the rest of the world.

If we continue, among dynamical systems one distin-
guishes between conservative (Hamiltonian) and dissipative
systems. The idea of a conservative system is also the result of
abstraction, for dissipation is intrinsic to all systems in the
real world because themotions being considered interact with
the ambient world and because of the microscopic structure
of the physical system proper (atoms and molecules). On the
other hand, the dissipation, if understood simply as the loss of
system's mechanical energy or as contraction for the volume
of a cloud of points representing an ensemble of systems in the
phase space in the process of dynamic evolution, throws
overboard the fundamental coupling to fluctuations. Yet
namely they lie at the heart of the origin of dissipation and,
if one is willing to stay consistent to the end, break, in
principle, the possibility of representing the object state as
given by a finite set of variables. (This issue proves to be of
fundamental importance if one turns to the problem of an
adequate description of dissipation with account for quantum
effects.)
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Needless to say, the idea of the nonholonomic constraint
[11±14] is an abstraction, too. The richness and fruitfulness of
this abstraction can hardly be substantiated by just contem-
plating, yet they get support through the entire history of
research and development, as well as through the accumu-
lated baggage of knowledge and `tools' of nonholonomic
mechanics which has been contributed by many outstanding
scientists. Finding a place of involved dynamical phenomena
intrinsic to such a system as a rattleback, in this picture is a
task that is both natural and necessary [2, 3, 14, 15].

From the standpoint of the dynamical system theory,
nonholonomic mechanics is interesting because it introduces
a class of objects occupying an intermediate position between
the conservative and dissipative systems of traditional
treatment. The nonholonomic model of rattlebacks belongs
to this class. On the one hand, this system is conservative in
the sense of the preservation of mechanical energy; on the
other, the phase volume is not conserved in the process of
evolution with time, which makes possible the presence of
objects in the phase space which are characteristic for
dissipative dynamicsÐattractors, including simple (attract-
ing fixed points, limit cycles) and complex (strange attractors)
ones.

The main intriguing feature of rattleback motion (the
reverse effect) is in clear correspondence with the behavior of
the nonholonomic model, namely, with the coexistence in
phase space of a pair of invariant setsÐan attractor and a
repeller, of which only the attractor corresponds to the
observed motion of a physical object in the intermediate
asymptotics, when the object moves sufficiently far away
from strongly unstable states, yet still stays far from the decay
owing to friction.

The nonholonomic model of rattlebacks demonstrates [3]
diverse periodic and chaotic regimes, attractors, including
Lorenz ones [6, 16, 17], the transition to chaos according to
the traditional Feigenbaum scenario [6, 18]. This represents
substantial interest, both as an illustration of possible
phenomena in the framework of nonholonomic mechanics
and as a concrete contributing example to the ideas and
techniques of contemporary nonlinear dynamics. Caution
with respect to the applicability of the nonholonomic model
for a quantitative description of the problem is laid out in a
sufficiently clear form in the conclusions of our work [3].

The strength of a theoretical concept lies not only and not
so much in the fact that it gives a possibility of quantitatively
describing concrete physical systems, but also in its ability to
create a base for the description and interpretation of a broad
range of phenomena from common positions, even though
one is bound to qualitative considerations. Nonholonomic
mechanics, undoubtedly, deserves attention and research
effort, for it proposes precisely such a broad base, in
particular, for solution to various tasks, for example, in the
mechanics of vehicles, robotics, etc. [19±21].

The author is indebted to the Russian Science Foundation
for the support of the work through grant No. 15-12-20035.
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